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We get it. 

Life is busy and time is precious. 

We believe that you can enjoy the

loveliness of fresh florals and

botanicals without sacrificing the

beauty and elegance they add to

your favorite spaces... and more

importantly, saving you time for

more important (& FUN!) things.

Whether you choose one of our

signature designs or we create a

custom piece just for you, we

promise you'll be greeted to a

truly beautiful sight every time.
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Really. Who has

time for fussy

plants and high-

maintenance

florals?

Let us work our

magic that's truly

"faux real"!



"Faux-Real" Eucalyptus Blend
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It's the elegant, signature Branches collection that our customers have come to know and

love! One can never go wrong with a mix of luscious greens that serve as a base for seasonal

add-in stems (sold separately!) or stands beautifully on all its own. Using a blend of our

luxurious artificial eucalyptus like traditional, silver dollar, and long needle leaf, we've weaved

in lambs ear for a blue-green touch and other mixed greens. 



Faux-Real Eucalyptus Blend
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Classic Magnolia
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Inspired by this nostalgic and welcoming favorite, our Classic Magnolia collection evokes

elegance, warmth, and eternal Southern charm.  It features our signature "faux real" magnolia

leaves, magnolia blooms, eucalyptus, and mixed greens. Welcome your guests and loved ones

into a space that's charming and beautiful with this classic collection.



Classic Magnolia
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Coastal Flair
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Do you crave the natural elegance of the Lowcountry? Our Coastal Flair collection brings a

touch of seaside magic to your spaces with an interesting, textured palette. You'll find our

favorite "faux real" favorites like sea-salt blue hydrangeas, eucalyptus blend, natural stems,

sun-dried fern,  astilbe bushes, and wild protea. Enjoy a soothing yet unique touch in your

home with these beautifully crafted coastal pieces.



Coastal Flair
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Modern Saucer Magnolia
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For the home that embraces a modern aesthetic, the Saucer Magnolia collection is a new

"spin" on the more classic magnolia pieces. Our beautiful artificial saucer magnolias pair with

an elegant mix of luxe greens like fern and eucalyptus, traditional magnolia leaves, and even

with succulents in spirit of more modern trends. Add a lively, contemporary touch to your

favorite spaces with these pieces that weave seamlessly throughout your home.



Saucer Magnolia
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Soft Neutrals
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Love a dreamy piece that's ethereal yet makes a statement? This collection was inspired by

our love of natural, unfussy textures and a soothing color palette that adds beauty and

warmth to any space. With our luxurious artificial mixed greens, apple blossoms, rose hips,

eucalyptus, and touches of seagrass and astilbe, the Soft Neutrals line is perfect for any space

and creates a modern, airy look that's soft and beautiful.



Soft Neutrals
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Bohemian Home
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We channeled our inner "(faux) flower child" to create these fun and eclectic designs by

blending textured stems with more artful touches. Using a mix of modern artificial astilbe,

rosy thistle pods, creamy rosehip pods, flowy seagrass, and blends of eucalyptus and other

natural textures, our Bohemian Home collection is a modern, one-of-a-kind selection for

your home. 



Bohemian Home
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Garden Cut Collection
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These quintessential designs channel the essence of the classic fresh flower market creations.

They're vibrant yet classic, bold yet playful, and features a colorful palette of our faux-real

favorites: blue & white hydrangeas, blue thistles, luscious greens, and other seasonal floral

favorites. Give your loves ones a greeting that's inviting and charming and that will be

enjoyed all season long.



Garden Cut Collection
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Garden Cut Collection
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Garden Cut Collection
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Stunning Succulents
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Who doesn't love a hearty succulent design to invoke a fresh, modern vibe! Our faux-real

succulents can be dressed up for an elegant statement piece or set with a more natural

container for an organic feel. Our real-touch variety of vibrant succulents pair beautifully

with our favorite artificial greens like ferns, eucalyptus, and other interesting structural

botanicals for a unique, eye-catching design.



Stunning Succulents
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Green House Outdoor
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One of our favorite things in the Lowcountry is "porch sittin'" and spending time outdoors. 

 Spruce up your front entryways and liven up your outdoor spaces with our Green House

collection. Choose your signature faux-floral focal point like geraniums, hydrangeas, or

crotons, then blend with a mix of artificial palms, ferns, ivy, and other mixed textural greens.

Drop these pieces right into your favorite planters and "wow" your guest every time.



Green House Outdoor
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Green House Outdoor
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



English Garden Idyllic
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Fancy yourself strolling through the ethereal and mesmerizing gardens of the English

countryside with these unique and eye-catching designs. Created for the eternal romantic

with its delicate pieces and poetic designs, the English Garden Idyllic collection features a

varied selection of our faux-real favorite stems like: roses, varietal eucalyptus, camellias,

lavender, spring berries,  and other mixed greens. 



English Garden Idyllic
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Modern Orchids
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Our modern & elegant orchid designs have quickly become one of our most popular, go-to

designs! It's easy to see why: They're visually intriguing yet not overwhelming and boast a

more contemporary feel than traditional florals. They also drop-in beautifully to a variety of

different containers, making them an easy fit for any space. And, of course, we all know the

best part - unlike their finicky fresh versions, these are super low maintenance and last!



Modern Orchids
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Essential Greens
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Let us introduce you to the original Branches collection: Essential Greens. This "little black

dress" of floral designs is the perfect base for seasonal add-on's or stands beautifully all on its

own. Made with a blend of our faux-real eucalyptus, magnolia leaves and buds, mixed greens,

and spring green berries, these pieces are a staple for the home that craves minimal and

elegant designs or likes to change things up to suit the season (or your mood!).



Essential Greens
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



Sea Salt Hydrangea
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Craving pieces that evokes calm, happiness, and coastal elegance throughout your home and

favorite spaces? Our popular Sea Salt Hydrangea collection is the epitome of natural

Southern coastal elegance. Pairing our customer favorite "faux-real" 'dried look' sea-salt blue

hydrangeas with magnolia leaves, a blend of eucalyptus, mixed greens, and cream rosehip

pods, these pieces feel full and lush without the overwhelming maintenance. 



Sea Salt Hydrangea
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 Explore more designs online: 

www.branchesdesigns.com



BRANCHES: 

"Making Pretty" Since 1995

                                                                                           your designing sister-duo with a shared love

of faux-real floral & permanent botanical design, unique found goods, our family, and

the fabulous community of Branches far and wide. Our mother started the business 25

years ago and inspired our passion for creating beautiful things (or as we call it,

"making pretty") and blending modern trends with traditional elements and forgotten

finds. What started as a little cottage shop has grown into a full-service business that

works with clients across the country and ships elegant designs, unique gifts & home

decor, and intriguing found objects nationwide.

HI! WE'RE SARAH & LAUREN,

www.branchesdesigns.com



BRANCHES | HILTON HEAD ISLAND

INFO@BRANCHESDESIGNS.COM

WWW.BRANCHESDESIGNS.COM


